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ABSTRACT
We report on the HST detection of the Lyman-continuum (LyC) radiation emitted by a galaxy at
redshift z = 3.794, dubbed Ion1 (Vanzella et al. 2012). The LyC from Ion1 is detected at λλ 820∼890
A˚ with HST WFC3/UVIS in the F410M band (m410 = 27.60 ± 0.36 mAB, peak SNR = 4.17 in a r
= 0.12” aperture) and at λλ 700∼830 A˚ with the VLT/VIMOS in the U-band (mU = 27.84 ± 0.19
mAB, peak SNR = 6.7 with a r = 0.6” aperture). A 20-hr VLT/VIMOS spectrum shows low- and
high- ionization interstellar metal absorption lines, the P-Cygni profile of C IV and Lyα in absorption.
The latter spectral feature differs from what observed in known LyC emitters, which show strong
Lyα emission. An HST far-UV color map reveals that the LyC emission escapes from a region of the
galaxy that is bluer than the rest. The F410M image shows that the centroid of the LyC emission is
offset from the centroid of the non-ionizing UV emission by 0.12”±0.03”, corresponding to 0.85±0.21
pkpc, and that its morphology is likely moderately resolved. These morphological characteristics favor
a scenario where the LyC photons produced by massive stars escape from low H I column–density
“cavities” in the ISM. We also collect the VIMOS U-band images of 107 Lyman-break galaxies at
3.40 < zspec < 3.95, i.e. sampling the LyC, and stack them with inverse-variance weights. No LyC
emission is detected in the stacked image, resulting in a 32.5 mAB flux limit (1σ) and an upper limit
of absolute LyC escape fraction fabsesc ≤ 0.63%.
Keywords: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-redshift – dark ages, reionization, first stars
1. INTRODUCTION
The identification and characterization of the sources
responsible for producing the bulk of the ionizing pho-
tons (or LyC, λ < 912A˚) that have reionized the Uni-
verse at redshift z ≈ 7 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016), and that have kept it ionized ever since, still elude
us. AGNs and massive stars are among such sources, but
we do not know if the abundance of the former (Gial-
longo et al. 2015; Georgakakis et al. 2015) and the escape
fraction of the latter and, the faint end luminosity dis-
tribution of star-forming galaxies (e.g. Bouwens et al.
2015; Atek et al. 2015; Castellano et al. 2016; Yue et al.
2018; Finkelstein et al. 2019) can provide enough LyC
photons to explain the ionization conditions of the in-
tergalactic medium (IGM) and its evolution. The rapid
increase of the IGM neutral hydrogen (H I) optical depth
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2with redshift makes the direct detection of ionizing LyC
at the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) virtually impossible
(e.g. Madau 1995; Vanzella et al. 2010b, 2012; Steidel
et al. 2018). The physical properties of the LyC emit-
ters at the EoR, therefore, can hopefully be inferred by
studying their analogs at lower redshifts, although one
has always to keep in mind the possibility that a rapid
evolution in the properties of early galaxies can make
such inferences fraught with systematic errors.
In recent years, large efforts have been made to iden-
tify sources of LyC radiation in the local universe and
at intermediate-redshifts (1 < z < 4, e.g. Malkan et al.
2003; Shapley et al. 2006; Siana et al. 2010; Vanzella
et al. 2010b; Nestor et al. 2013; Siana et al. 2015; Stei-
del et al. 2018). In the local Universe, searches for star-
forming galaxies with escaping LyC have mostly yielded
upper limits to the LyC escape fraction from individ-
ual sources (e.g. Grimes et al. 2007; Cowie et al. 2009),
although some (very rare) LyC emitters have been se-
curely identified (Leitet et al. 2011, 2013; Borthakur
et al. 2014; Izotov et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al. 2016;
Izotov et al. 2018a). At the Cosmic Noon, Bian et al.
(2017) reported on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
WFC/F275W direct detection of the LyC emission from
A2218-Flanking, a lensed compact dwarf galaxy at red-
shift z ≈ 2.5. Also, Rivera-Thorsen et al. (2019) re-
cently reported a HST detection of the leaking LyC
emission of the Sunburst Arc, a bright gravitationally
lensed galaxy at z = 2.4, where the LyC emission arises
from a compact star-forming region, possibly consistent
with a young massive star cluster Vanzella et al. (2020).
At higher redshifts and in particular at 3 < z < 4, the
rest-frame λλ 912A˚ Lyman Limit is redshifted to the U-
band (≈ 4000A˚), where the sensitivity of ground-based
imaging and spectrograph is high, the sky background is
relatively low, and the IGM is still relatively transparent
(e.g. Vanzella et al. 2010b), which makes this redshift
range a “sweet spot” for the identification and study
of individual LyC emitters (e.g. Steidel et al. 2018). A
complication in these searches arises from the contam-
ination by faint interlopers, i.e. lower redshift galax-
ies located between the observer and the candidate LyC
emitters, whose isophots at least partially overlap at the
angular resolution of the ground-based instrumentation.
These interlopers can very effectively mimic the presence
of LyC emission from the real candidate, resulting in
false positive detections (e.g. Vanzella et al. 2010a). The
secure identifications of LyC emitters at these redshifts,
therefore, require both spectroscopy to get accurate red-
shift measurements and deep high angular resolution im-
ages at different wavelengths to constrain the possibility
of foreground contamination (Siana et al. 2015). These
images need to be taken in the observed UV and opti-
cal window and currently only HST is capable to obtain
them. To date, there are only three such robust LyC
emitters identified at z ≈ 3 ∼ 4, i.e. Ion2 (Vanzella et al.
2016; de Barros et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2020), Ion3
(Vanzella et al. 2018, 2020), and Q1549-C25 (Shapley
et al. 2016). For Q1549-C25, the LyC is detected in
a Keck/Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS)
spectrum while undetected in the HST image of LyC,
i.e. the image that only samples the rest-frame UV
light bluer than the Lyman Limit. For Ion3, the LyC
is detected in the Very Large Telescope/FOcal Reducer
and low dispersion Spectrograph (VLT/FORS) spec-
trum but without HST LyC imaging data available yet.
For Ion2, the LyC is detected both in the HST LyC im-
age and in a deep VLT/VIsible Multi Object Spectro-
graph (VIMOS) spectrum. Very recently, a sample of
narrow-band selected Lyα-emitting galaxies at z∼ 3.1
have been imaged by HST WFCS/UVIS F336W (LyC,
≈ 30.2 AB mag flux limit, 3σ) and WFC/IR F160W
(rest-frame optical) during the LymAn Continuum Es-
cape Survey (LACES, Fletcher et al. 2019), resulting in
an increase in the number of individually detected LyC
emitters at z∼3 and a significant higher (20%) success-
ful LyC detection rate than seen in previously selected
Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs). It however remains to
quantify the probability of being an interloper for indi-
vidual LACES candidate, as requiring HST images ob-
served in the rest-frame non-ionizing UV (Siana et al.
2015).
In addition to the mere detection of the LyC radia-
tion, further insight is gained from the spectroscopic and
morphological properties of LyC emitters, which help in
constraining the physical conditions that allow the LyC
photons to successfully escape from the host galaxy into
IGM (e.g. Heckman et al. 2011; Vanzella et al. 2016;
Jaskot et al. 2017; Steidel et al. 2018; Jaskot et al. 2019;
Plat et al. 2019; Nakajima et al. 2019).
In this work, we report on a distant galaxy, dubbed
Ion1 (Vanzella et al. 2012), whose LyC emission
is detected in deep images obtained both with the
VLT/VIMOS in the U-band and HST/WFC3 in the
F410M band. A deep 20-hour spectrum obtained with
the VLT/VIMOS is also available which allows us to
study the far-UV properties of this galaxy, in addition to
providing an accurate measure of its redshift. Through-
out this paper, we adopt the AB magnitude system,
and a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
h = H0/(100 kms
−1Mpc−1) = 0.7.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA SETS
Ion1 (J033216.64-274253.3) is a star-forming galaxy
and a source of ionizing radiation with LyC relative
escape fraction frelesc > 35% (Vanzella et al. 2012). It
was originally selected as a LBG at redshift z ≈ 4 (B-
band dropout) based on the HST/ACS B435, V606, i775
3and z850 photometry obtained as part of the Great Ob-
servatories Origins Deep Survey program in the Chan-
dra Deep Field South (GOODS-South, Giavalisco et al.
2004). The galaxy was observed spectroscopically with
the VLT/VIMOS by Popesso et al. (2009) and Balestra
et al. (2010), but no conclusive redshift could be ob-
tained. The first measure of its redshift was obtained by
Vanzella et al. (2010b), who reported the tentative value
z = 3.795 from a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) Keck/DEep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph
(DEIMOS) spectrum. Vanzella et al. (2010b, 2015) also
identified Ion1 as a LyC emitter based on an ultra–deep
U-band image obtained by Nonino et al. (2009) with
VLT/VIMOS (at z = 3.795, the U-band is entirely to the
blue of the Lyman limit), where the galaxy is detected
with high SNR (see Section 3.3). Finally, Vanzella et al.
(2012) measured the integrated properties of the stellar
populations of Ion1, including star-formation rate (SFR
≈ 50 M/yr) and stellar mass (M∗ ∼ 2.3× 109M), by
means of SED fitting.
Here we present a very deep spectrum of Ion1, with on-
target exposure time Texp = 20 hours obtained with the
VLT/VIMOS as part of the VANDELS survey (McLure
et al. 2018; Pentericci et al. 2018), and confirm the red-
shift of the galaxy to be z = 3.794 (from the C III]
emission). While the spectral range of the VIMOS spec-
trum does not include the rest-frame LyC, the ionizing
radiation of Ion1 is well detected (with SNR = 6.62)
in the ultra-deep VLT/VIMOS U-band image at rest-
frame λλ 700-830A˚. We also present a medium-deep im-
age of Ion1 obtained with HST/WFC3 in the F410M
bandpass, obtained as part of the HST Cycle 23 pro-
gram of high-resolution imaging of the morphology of
LyC emitters at z ≈ 3.2− 3.8 that we have identified in
the GOODS-South field (Cycle 23 program GO 14088,
PI: Eros Vanzella). Part of these data, namely WFC3
images in the F336W filter of another z = 3.2 LyC-
emitting galaxy (dubbed Ion2) totaling 47,600 sec of in-
tegration, has already been published by Vanzella et al.
(2016), where we have also discussed the data reduc-
tion procedures that we have adopted. The Ion1 image,
which has total integration time Texp = 35,700 seconds
on target and, at the redshift of Ion1, covers the rest-
frame far-UV continuum at λλ 820-890A˚, was obtained
to study the morphology of the ionizing radiation and
also to investigate the possibility that a foreground in-
terloper could mimic the LyC emission. To overcome
the significant degradation of the charge transfer effi-
ciency (CTE) of the WFC3/UVIS CCDs due to radia-
tion bombardment from the space environment (Biretta
& Baggett 2013), we have adjusted both our observa-
tional strategies and data reduction methods. In par-
ticular, we have used post-flashing to increase the back-
ground of the image by ∼ 12e− pix−1, thus mitigating
the impact on photometric accuracy by the CTE losses
(Biretta & Baggett 2013), and we have also placed the
target near the read-out edge of the detector, which can
greatly reduce the losses due to charge transfer inef-
ficiency. During the data reduction, we paid particu-
lar attention to the dark current subtraction as it con-
tributed nearly about half of the total background. The
default data reduction pipeline dark frames consisted
of a constant value, preventing us to capture dark cur-
rent gradients and blotchy pattern (Teplitz et al. 2013).
In addition, as already pointed out by Rafelski et al.
(2015), more than half of the hot and warm pixels were
not properly masked because the pipeline dark current
frames were not CTE-corrected. We therefore applied
the same data reduction procedure as used in Vanzella
et al. (2016), which adopted the dark processing method
suggested by Rafelski et al. (2015). All raw dark images
were first cosmic rays removed and CTE-corrected in
the anneal cycle of our visits, after which we found and
masked the hot pixels. We made a mean super dark
using all of the darks in the anneal cycle and then dark
subtracted the science images while kept the hot pix-
els masked. We processed all of our CTE-corrected raw
data using STSDAS task CALWF3, including subtrac-
tion of our new super dark. These calibrated images
were then background subtracted, cosmic-ray rejected,
geometric distortion corrected and combined using As-
trodrizzle (Gonzaga & et al. 2012). The final combined
F410M image has a pixel scale of 0.06 arcsec.
We also use the HST/ACS images in the B435, V606,
i775, z850 and HST/WFC3 images in the F098M, J125,
H160 obtained during the GOODS (Giavalisco et al.
2004) and CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer
et al. 2011) programs, to compare the morphology of
Ion1’s ionizing and non-ionizing emission and to look
for low-redshift interlopers in close proximity with Ion1.
We also take advantage of the Y105 image observed dur-
ing the large HST/WFC3 G102 grism survey CAN-
DELS Lyman-alpha Emission At Reionization Exper-
iment (CLEAR, PI: Casey Papovich), and the ultra
deep Ks-band image taken by the HAWK-I imager on
the VLT during the Hawk-I UDS and GOODS Survey
(HUGS1, Fontana et al. 2014). Finally, we use the 7
Ms Chandra Deep Field-South (CDF-S) image to inves-
tigate the X-ray properties of Ion1 (Luo et al. 2017).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Spectral energy distribution
1 Based on data products from observations made with
ESO telescopes at the La Silla Paranal Observatory under
programme IDs 181.A-0717(D), 181.A-0717(H), 186.A-0898(B),
186.A-0898(D), 186.A-0898(F), 186.A-0898(H)
4We first investigate the general properties of Ion1 by
looking at its spectral energy distribution (SED). Apart
from the existing photometric data directly taken from
the CANDELS catalog (Guo et al. 2013), we have con-
ducted new photometry in other 4 bandpasses which are
marked with red open squares in Figure 1. The newly
added photometry includes the VLT/VIMOS U-band
and HST WFC3/UVIS F410M, probing the rest-frame
LyC of Ion1 (see Section 3.3 for details). We have also
added the HST WFC3/IR F105W photometry using the
imaging data observed during the CLEAR survey. Ion1
is barely detected in the median deep Ks-band image
observed by Retzlaff et al. (2010) with the VLT/ISSAC,
which was used to add the Ks-band photometry to the
CANDELS catalog. We have replaced the low SNR IS-
SAC photometry with the new photometry (SNR ≈ 40)
using the ultra-deep Ks-band image, which reaches a
27.8 MAB 1σ-depth, obtained with the VLT/HAWK-
I imager during the HUGS survey. The photometric
bands covering the rest-frame LyC emission of Ion1, i.e.
VLT/VIMOS, F410M and F435W, were excluded from
the SED fitting due to our scant knowledge of the accu-
rate IGM transmission (see Section 3.4 and e.g. Vanzella
et al. 2016; Steidel et al. 2018). Nevertheless, we have
still checked that the derived parameters cannot be sig-
nificantly affected when including the LyC photometric
bands to the SED fitting.
Physical parameters of Ion1 were derived by fitting
its SED with Prospector (Leja et al. 2017), an SED-
fitting routine that is built on the Flexible Stellar Popu-
lations Synthesis (FSPS) stellar populations code (Con-
roy et al. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010) and the Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampling framework,
providing unbiased parameters and realistic error bars.
During the fitting procedure, we adopted the affine-
invariant ensemble sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) and assumed the priors of all fitting pa-
rameters to be uniform distributions. We fixed the red-
shift z = 3.794 and metallicity Z = Z, assumed the
Kroupa (2001) initial mass function and the Calzetti
et al. (2000) dust attenuation law, and fit the SED with
a delay-tau parametric star formation history (SFH), i.e.
SFR ∝ te−t/τ . Motivated by that a young stellar popu-
lation is typically associated to strong nebular emission
(even if Lyα is dumped), like in many local blue metal-
poor dwarf galaxies such as IZ18 or SBS0335-052, we
have tested the effect of including the nebular emission
line model on the SED fitting, where Prospector gen-
erated nebular continuum and line emission using the
CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998, 2013) implementation
within FSPS (Byler et al. 2017). The upper panel of
Figure 1 shows the best-fit spectra, where the best-fit
model with the nebular emission line model switched off
is shown in green and the best-fit model with the nebu-
lar emission line model switched on is shown in blue. In
the bottom panel of Figure 1, we show parameter pos-
teriors for both cases. The fits suggest that Ion1’s SED
is consistent with a galaxy with stellar age ≈ (10, 200)
Myr and stellar mass LogM/M ≈ (9.0, 9.4), where the
former and latter values correspond to the models with
nebular emission model switched off and on respectively.
The derived stellar mass is similar to the stellar mass ob-
tained by Vanzella et al. (2012), also similar to the value
(LogM/M ≈ 9.15) obtained using the SED fitting rou-
tine developed by Lee et al. (2018), which adopts an
advanced MCMC procedure that treats SFH as a free
parameter. We do see the change of the derived stellar
age by including or not including the nebular emission
line model in the fitting. We, however, remind that
many other assumptions can also significantly affect the
derived stellar age, e.g. metallicity and SFH. Regard-
less of the exact value of Ion1’s stellar age, the fitting
suggests that Ion1’s SED is consistent with a young star-
forming galaxies with stellar mass ∼ 109 M.
3.2. Spectrum
The redshift of Ion1 has been initially reported to
be z=3.795 by Vanzella et al. (2012) based on a rela-
tively shallow spectrum obtained with Keck/DEIMOS,
where the redshift was determined using a set of
UV absorption features seen in the spectrum, in-
cluding Lyα, C IIλ1334+1336, Si IVλ1393+1402 and
C IVλ1550. With the new deeper spectrum, total-
ing an on-target exposure time Texp = 20 hours, ob-
tained with VLT/VIMOS as part of the VANDELS
program (McLure et al. 2018) and shown in Figure 2,
we have derived the redshift of Ion1 to be 3.794 us-
ing the C III]λ1909 emission feature (SNR ≈ 6, EW =
3.5±0.5A˚). Considering the existence of other objects in
the vicinity (see the top-right of Figure 2) which could
affect the accuracy of the sky subtraction when extract-
ing the spectrum, we adopted the customized data re-
duction method used by Vanzella et al. (2014) for the
extraction of VLT/FORS2 multi-object spectra, which
we adapted to the case of VLT/VIMOS. This includes
algorithms that optimize the estimate of the sky emis-
sion and its removal. In particular, on top of the classical
“A-B” dithering scheme, in order to take into account
the possible local sky counts differences among the par-
tial frames A-B and B-A, this method implements an
“A-B” subtraction with a zero or first order polynomial
fit of the sky along columns before combining the par-
tial frames. The final 2D spectra are weight-averaged
combined and 2D sky-subtracted partial frames are also
combined to produce the weighted RMS map.
The spectrum of Ion1 shows the P-Cygni profile of
C IVλ1550, indicating the presence of very young mas-
sive stars, consistent with the results of SED fitting. It
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Figure 1. Upper: The spectral energy distribution of Ion1. The majority of photometric data are taken from CANDELS
catalog (Guo et al. 2013). The new photometry obtained in this work for Ion1 is marked with red open squares, including
VLT/VIMOS U-band, HST WFC3/UVIS F410M, WFC3/IR F105W and VLT/HAWK-I Ks-band. The three photometric
bands covering the LyC emission are not included during the SED fitting. The over-plotted blue (switch on the nebular
emission model) and green (switch off the nebular emission model) spectra are the best-fit ones obtained by Prospector (Leja
et al. 2017), assuming a delay-tau (SFR ∝ te−t/τ ) star formation history. The corresponding color-coded shadows are 1σ ranges
of the fits. Transmission curves of the corresponding photometric bandpasses are also shown in the figure. Bottom: Posteriors
of the fitting parameters (switch off/on the nebular emission model), including stellar mass log(mass), stellar age tage and
e-folding factor log(tau) of the delay-tau model, and the V-band dust optical depth dust2 which can be converted to the color
excess through E(B − V ) = (1.086 · dust2)/4.05 for Calzetti et al. (2000) dust attenuation law. Dashed lines in each histogram
mark the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles.
6also shows the tentative detection of He IIλ1640 in emis-
sion (SNR ≈ 2), although the line can be strongly af-
fected by nearby sky emission lines (see Figure 2). The
spectrum also reveals low-ionization (e.g. Si IIλ1260,
O Iλ1302, Si IIλ1304, C IIλ1334+1336) and high-
ionization (e.g. N Vλ1240, Si IVλ1393+1402) interstel-
lar metal absorption lines. Some of the low-ionization
absorption lines can be used to infer the H I covering
fractions and column densities. For instance, Heckman
et al. (2011) proposed that, with high spectral resolution
(R = λ/∆λ ∼ 10000) and good SNR data, the relative
residual intensity in the cores of interstellar absorption-
lines such as Si II series and C II series can be used
to measure the photoelectric opacity of the ISM. Gaza-
gnes et al. (2018) showed that the neutral gas covering
fraction can be reasonably derived by simultaneously
fit the stellar continuum, dust attenuation, metal ab-
sorption, and H I properties for spectral data with a
wide range of SNR and resolutions (SNR per pixel > 2
and R > 3000, or SNR per pixel > 5 and R > 600).
Similarly, Chisholm et al. (2018) found the significant
correlation between the H I covering fraction and Si II
inferred covering fraction, which can be measured by ei-
ther the strong Si IIλ1260 or the Si IIλ1190 doublet.
The detection of Si II λ1260 in Ion1’s spectrum is faint
but we can clearly see the residual flux at the line cen-
ter, which is also observed in other low-ionization in-
terstellar absorptions such as C IIλ1334, O Iλ1302 and
Si IIλ1304, suggesting the partial covering fraction of
the neutral gas in Ion1. It is worth pointing out that
the spectrum also seems to have a tentative detection
of O III]λ1661,1666 doublets emission, which, combined
with the detection of C III]λ1909 emission, can be used
to derive the carbon-to-oxygen ratio C/O to infer galaxy
metallicity (e.g. Amor´ın et al. 2017). The detection,
however, has SNR.2 and can be strongly affected by
nearby sky emission lines, preventing us from making
any conclusive statement at the moment.
The spectrum also reveals Lyα in absorption, with
the line center consistent with zero flux and no clear ev-
idence of any emission component. This spectroscopic
feature is not observed among other known LyC emit-
ters and its presence needs to be taken into account
in future models of LyC emitters when guiding future
searches (see the discussion in Section 5), as well as for
understanding the relationship between Lyα and escap-
ing LyC emission since galaxies with detected LyC also
are often expected to be relatively strong Lyα emitters
(e.g. Verhamme et al. 2015; Dijkstra et al. 2016). Given
the current scant knowledge of the spectral properties
of LyC emitters, the fact that Ion1 shows Lyα in ab-
sorption is, empirically speaking, interesting. The co-
existence of LyC emission and Lyα absorption could be
explained by the partial covering fraction of neutral gas
(McKinney et al. 2019). The fact that the metal ab-
sorption lines don’t reach zero flux is consistent with
this picture. However, we note that our spectrum has
relatively low resolution, R ≈ 580 (McLure et al. 2018),
and since it is integrated over the entire galaxy, it is
possible that the region where the LyC of Ion1 escapes
actually has Lyα in emission which is smeared out by the
stronger absorption feature. Also, while the conditions
for Lyα photons to escape are generally similar to those
for LyC photons, the optical thickness of Lyα photons is
≈ 104 times larger than that of LyC photons, and thus
the H I column density threshold for optically thick Lyα
is correspondingly lower than for LyC. Another possibil-
ity for the Lyα to be intrinsically weak is if the channels
through which LyC photons escape are “clean” without
any neutral H I gas, making nebular emission like Lyα
no longer pumped (Vanzella et al. 2012). Under such
a circumstance when all ionizing photons are escaping,
nebular emission lines such as Lyα drop to intrinsically
small equivalent widths (Schaerer 2003). Meanwhile, if
no Lyα emission from other sight-lines is scattered into
observers’ sight-line, we then expect to see escaping LyC
while no Lyα emission. For example, this scenario could
be the case of Haro 11, a nearby LyC-leaking galaxy at
z∼0.021 with stellar mass M∗ ∼ 2.4× 1010M (Bergvall
et al. 2006; O¨stlin et al. 2015) and is known to have three
photon-ionizing knots. Keenan et al. (2017) mapped the
emission line ratio [O III]λ5007/[O II]λ3727 for Haro 11,
with which they could infer where the LyC is escaping.
They found evidence that the LyC emission of Haro 11 is
escaping from a young star-forming knot with weak Lyα,
rather than another knot with strong Lyα emission, in-
dicating the potential independency between LyC and
Lyα emission. Although the Haro11-like galaxies might
be more common at high-redshift since 50% of the star-
formation activity is embedded in star clusters (Adamo
et al. 2011), it is unclear, however, the extent to which
Haro 11 might be representative of Ion1.
Finally, an interesting question, which is relevant to
the moderate C III]λ1909 emission line observed in the
spectrum of Ion1, is whether its relatively large EW ∼
3.5A˚ is consistent with the large escape fraction of ion-
izing radiation (fesc, see Section 3.4 for details). After
all, if a substantial amount of the ionizing photons es-
cape the galaxy, one would expect relatively weak photo-
ionized emission features including the C III] emission
line, as it has been predicted, for example, by Jaskot
& Ravindranath (2016). Empirically, however, galaxies
with strong leaking LyC (relative escape fraction frelesc
up to ≈ 90%) have been observed to have intense C III]
emission lines, with rest-frame equivalent widths com-
parable or larger than the one observed in Ion1 (e.g.
Schaerer et al. 2018; Vanzella et al. 2020). Particularly
interesting are the cases of Ion2, also discussed later
7in this paper (see Section 4.3 for details), which is at
z ≈ 3.2 with frelesc at least ≈ 50% and C III] equiv-
alent width ≈ 4A˚ (Vanzella et al. 2020), and of Sun-
burst, a star-forming super star cluster at z ≈ 2.4 with
frelesc ≈ 90% and C III] equivalent width ≈ 4 A˚ (Vanzella
et al., in preparation). Evidently, whatever fraction of
ionizing radiation remains in the galaxies seems to be
sufficient to excite relatively intense C III] emission lines.
Alternatively, the C III] emission line and the LyC could
come from two independent regions of the galaxy even if
at the spatial resolution of the images and spectra they
are blended into one single source. If it is the case, the
strength of C III] and the fesc of LyC are independent
from each other and when integrated over the whole
galaxy their relationship characterized by large scatter.
Moreover, one should also note that the EW of C III]
is highly dependent on age, metallicity, and ionization
parameter (Jaskot & Ravindranath 2016). Therefore, a
C III] EW like Ion1s could still be consistent with sub-
stantial ionizing photons escape depending on the val-
ues of these other parameters (See Figure 11 of Jaskot
& Ravindranath 2016).
3.3. Images
Figure 3 shows images of Ion1 observed by the VLT
and HST, including the VLT/VIMOS in the U-band
and HST/WFC3 in the F410M, both probing the ion-
izing LyC. It also shows the HST/ACS image of the
galaxy in the F435W band, which samples the rest-frame
range λλ 750–1020A˚, namely a combination of LyC and
non-ionizing far-UV radiation, and in the F606W band,
which samples the rest-frame range λλ 960–1500A˚, i.e.
non-ionizing UV radiation. Finally, Figure 3 shows the
image of the galaxy in the 7 Ms Chandra map in the 0.5-
2, 2-7 and 0.5-7 keV bands, where no flux is detected.
Figure 4 shows the aperture photometry of Ion1 in
the F410M image, which probes the rest-frame range
λλ 820-890 A˚. The galaxy is detected with marginal
SNR in this image and we have carried out Monte Carlo
simulations to quantify the significance of this detection
(as we shall discuss later). We have carried out aper-
ture photometry within a maximum radius of 0.36 arc-
sec to avoid contamination from nearby sources and we
have checked that our measures are robust if we adopt a
slightly larger or smaller (± 0.06 arcsec) aperture. The
photometry has been conducted by fixing the aperture
centroid at the pixel with peak flux. We have applied
the aperture correction for a point source derived us-
ing a bright star in the F410M image itself to estimate
the “missing” flux outside the aperture (Howell 1989).
Note that the aperture correction is valid only if Ion1 is
a point source in the F410M image. As will be shown
in Section 3.5, from the Monte Carlo simulations there
is evidence that the galaxy is actually moderately re-
solved, but the effect on the measured flux is negligible.
As Figure 4 shows, we find the F410M magnitude to
be 27.71 ± 0.36 within a r = 0.36 arcsec aperture, cor-
responding to m410 = 27.60 ± 0.36 after aperture cor-
rection. The integrated SNR of the LyC detection in
the F410M image, as shown in the right panel of Figure
4, reaches its maximum value SNR = 4.17 at r = 0.12
arcsec and is SNR = 2.56 at r = 0.36 arcsec. The LyC
is not only detected in the F410M image, as already
discussed by Vanzella et al. (2010b), it is also detected
in the VLT/VIMOS U-band image, which samples the
rest-frame range λλ 700-830 A˚ at z = 3.794. We carried
out new aperture photometry in the U-band, shown in
Figure 5, where the measured flux within a r = 1 arcsec
aperture is 28.18 ± 0.19 and the asymptotic magnitude
is mU = 27.84± 0.19 , including the aperture correction
for a point source. The figure also shows the SNR as a
function of the aperture ratio and we find the peak to
be SNR = 6.62 at radius r = 0.6 arcsec.
The centroids of the light in both the F435W and
F606W images are cospatial, as we have verified by run-
ning the task CENTER in PyRAF2. There is, however,
an offset of ≈ 2 pixels, corresponding to 0.12 arcsec or
0.85 kpc physical separation at z = 3.794, between the
F410M and F435W centroids (and hence also F606W).
We have cross-matched the centroids of 93 bright com-
pact sources (stars and compact galaxies) in the F435W
and F410M images and found the relative astrometric
accuracy of the F410M and F435W images to coincide
to within 0.05 ± 0.3 pixels and 0.09 ± 0.2 pixels in the
horizontal and vertical array coordinates respectively,
which is substantially smaller than the observed 2 pixel
offset, indicating that this is not the result of astrometric
uncertainty. Due to the faintness of Ion1 in F410M, we
have further checked the offset by inserting 10,000 fake
point sources with the same magnitude as Ion1’s into
the F410M image (see Section 3.5 for details), measuring
their centroids with PyRAF/CENTER and calculating
the distribution of centroid deviations. Our simulation
shows the median centroid deviation is ≈ 0.5 pixels with
the 16- to 84-percentile range (0.1, 0.8) pixels. Figure 3
also compares the F410M image to the F435W, which
is contributed by both the LyC and non-ionizing radi-
ation, showing that while the ionizing and non-ionizing
radiation do spatially overlap in part, the peak of their
emission do not coincide.
Given the faintness of Ion1 in the F410M band, we
have also quantified the robustness of the photometry
against the adopted procedure for sky subtraction (see
the right panel of Figure 4), which can be affected by
2 PyRAF is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute,
which is operated by AURA for NASA
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Figure 2. The 20 hours spectrum of Ion1 obtained during the VANDELS survey by the VLT/VIMOS spectrograph. Observed
wavelengths have been converted to the rest-frame using the redshift (z=3.794) of Ion1. The blue “+” symbols mark the spectral
features, the details of which are listed on the right blue table. The 1D spectrum of Ion1 is shown in red and the superimposed
thick black line is the same after smoothing with a Gaussian kernel with sigma = 1 pixel. The 1σ error spectrum is shown as
the green line. The cyan band in the figure marks an absorption feature observed at λobs ≈ 5460 A˚, which is due to an absorber
with CANDELS ID=24207, z=3.491 and is ≈1.8” away from Ion1 (also marked in the 2D spectrum with the white arrow and
see Section 4.2 for details). The bottom spectrum (black) is extracted for the absorber. The spectrum has been shifted in the
Y-axis for clarity. The horizontal dashed black line shows the zero level. The top-right shows the slit (of 1” width) position and
it is superimposed to the VLT/VIMOS R-band image.
the selection of areas of the sky used to estimate the sky
and the adopted algorithm. To test both, we have re-
done the sky evaluation by taking annuli with different
outer radii and adopting different sky fitting algorithms
in PyRAF FITSKY. It turned out these can introduce
an uncertainty of the order of ≈ 10−5 e−/s/pixel. More-
over, although FITSKY can automatically reject the
bright pixels which are likely from other sources when
evaluating sky level, some undetected faint sources may
still affect the sky fitting. To further check how this
would affect FITSKY, we used the CANDELS F160W
segmentation map to mask out all pixels with potential
contribution from F160W detected sources. The reason
for using F160W instead of bluer bands’ segmentation
maps is that the larger PSF of H-band enables us to
minimize the residual flux from the outskirts of adja-
cent isophots. In any case, the results did not change.
We therefore believe the uncertainty as introduced sky
subtraction is ≈ 10−5 e−/s/pixel, which is smaller than
random errors.
Finally, we note that Ion1 is not detected in the 7
Ms CDF-S image (both the soft and hard X-ray bands),
which provides an upper limit to the X-ray luminosity
of the galaxy equal to LX < 8.7×1041 ergs s−1. The
non-detection in the X-ray image and the centroid offset
between the F410M image and that in the other bands
strongly argue against an AGN origin of Ion1’s LyC ra-
diation.
3.4. LyC escape fraction
The relative escape fraction frelesc was introduced by
Steidel et al. (2001) and it is defined as the fraction of
escaping ionizing LyC photons divided by the fraction
of escaping non-ionizing (nLyC) photons at 1500 A˚. Fol-
lowing the formulation proposed by Siana et al. (2007),
the frelesc of Ion1 can be derived from the flux densities
ratio in the LyC and non-LyC (nLyC) UV bandpasses
through
frelesc =
(LnLyC/LLyC)int
(fnLyC/fLyC)obs
exp(τLyCIGM ) (1)
frelesc is related to the absolute escape fraction f
abs
esc
through
fabsesc = f
rel
esc × 10−0.4×AnLyC (2)
where (LnLyC/LLyC)int is the intrinsic luminosity
density ratio between the non-LyC and LyC bands,
(fnLyC/fLyC)obs is the observed flux density ratio, τ
LyC
IGM
is the IGM opacity for the LyC photons (IGM transmis-
sion is T = e−τ
LyC
IGM ), and AnLyC is dust extinction at
the non-LyC wavelength.
Here we use the F410M (λλ 850A˚) and F775W
(λλ 1600A˚) images to measure the observed LyC and
non-LyC UV emission. As pointed out by Vanzella
et al. (2012), this measurement need to be conducted
in the same spatial region where the ionizing and
non-ionizing radiation arise. Otherwise, the mea-
sured (fnLyC/fLyC)obs can be significantly overesti-
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Figure 3. (a) Images of Ion1 in the VLT/VIMOS U-band, HST F410M, F435W, F606W, F850LP, F160W and Chandra CDF-S,
where the corresponding rest-frame band coverage is also shown in each image. The cyan ‘X’ marks the center of Ion1 in F435W
image determined by CENTER in PyRAF with CALGORITHM = “CENTROID”. (b) Zoom-in 1” × 1” view of the HST
postage stamps in the F410M (LyC), F435W (LyC+non-LyC) and F606W (non-LyC).
mated (hence underestimate fesc) because the LyC
may arise from a sub-region of the galaxy while the
nLyC from a much larger area, making the “correct”
(fnLyC)obs value smaller. We did the photometry in the
F775W image with the exactly same (centroid and ra-
dius r = 0.36 arcsec) aperture as used in Section 3.3 for
the F410M image, resulting in (f850)obs = 0.03±0.01µJy
and (f1600)obs = 0.377 ± 0.008µJy, which translates to
(f1600/f850)obs = 12.6 ± 4.2. A more accurate measure
for the flux density ratios should further take different
PSF sizes into account, i.e. using the LyC morphology in
the F410M as a prior to extract the corresponding nLyC
flux from a PSF de-convolved F775W image. This re-
quires a quantitative constrain on the LyC morphology
in the F410M, which we do not have owing to the low
SNR detection in the F410M. We point out that, how-
ever, when Ion1’s LyC emission is not too far away from
being a point source, which is likely the case (see Section
3.5), the flux recovered by the aperture should not be
sensitive to whether or not the two PSFs are matched
because a r = 0.36 arcsec aperture is already compara-
tively large relative to the PSFs (FWHMF410M ≈ 0.12
arcsec; FWHMF775W ≈ 0.14 arcsec).
Assuming the Calzetti et al. (2000) dust attenuation
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, cyan) for Ion1 in the VLT/U-
band.
law and adopting the best-fit E(B − V ) = 0.21 ± 0.01
obtained by the SED fitting with the nebular emis-
sion model switched off (the bottom-left panel of Fig-
ure 1, see Section 3.1 for details), we got A1600 =
k(1600A˚)E(B−V ) = 2.09±0.10. If we instead adopt the
best-fit parameters derived by the SED fitting with the
nebular emission model switched on, where E(B − V )
is ≈ 2× smaller (the bottom-right panel of Figure 1),
then the derived A1600 will decrease by a factor of 2,
translating into a factor of 2.6 increase of fabsesc accord-
ing to Equation (2). In the following calculations of
fabsesc , we will use A1600 = 2.09 ± 0.10, i.e. the value
derived from the SED fitting with the nebular emission
model switched off, but one should keep in mind that
there is a factor of 2.6 uncertainty on the inferred fabsesc ,
introduced by whether we include the nebular emission
model to the SED fitting or not.
We adopted the Inoue et al. (2014) IGM model at
z = 3.8 and carried out the Monte Carlo simulation over
10,000 line of sights to calculate the IGM transmission.
We assumed the F410M filter probes the rest-frame
wavelength range 835-876A˚ with a box-like shape, and
found the mean IGM transmission is 0.142 at z = 3.8,
with the minimum and maximum transmission being 0.0
and 0.548 among the 10,000 realizations.
The precise determinations of escape fractions require
detailed knowledge of the intrinsic luminosity density
ratio (LnLyC/LLyC)int and the accurate value of IGM
transmission along a given line-of-sight. Both param-
eters, however, are quite uncertain for an individual
galaxy. We therefore can only derive a range of plau-
sible values of the escape fraction. As pointed out by
Vanzella et al. (2015), the method according to which
Ion1 was originally selected as a LyC candidate favors
a relative transparent IGM and/or ISM. We therefore
expect a higher IGM transmission along Ion1s line-of-
sight than the averaged IGM transmission at the same
redshift, and the the maximum IGM transmission pro-
vides with us a lower limit of escape fractions. If we
assume an intrinsic value for (L1600/L850)int = 3 and
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the maximum IGM transmission T = 0.548 (thus lower
limits of the escape fractions), the escape fractions are
frelesc = 43 ± 14% and fabsesc = 6 ± 2%. If we assume
(L1600/L850)int = 5, then the corresponding escape frac-
tions are frelesc = 72± 24% and fabsesc = 11± 4%. The in-
trinsic luminosity density ratio can vary in the range of
1.5 . (L1600/L850)int . 7.0 according to predictions of
stellar population synthesis models (e.g., Leitherer et al.
1999; Steidel et al. 2018). If we use the intrinsic luminos-
ity ratio predicted by the best-fit SED model obtained
in Section 3.1, which is (L1600/L850)int = 2.2, the escape
fractions change to frelesc = 32± 11% and fabsesc = 5± 2%.
Many other factors can also introduce uncertainty of the
escape fraction measurement, such as the choice of SFH
(Siana et al. 2007) and dust attenuation law, the con-
tribution from binary stars etc., which are beyond the
scope of this paper.
3.5. Monte Carlo simulations and the morphology of
Ion 1 in the F410M image
Ion1 is robustly identified as a LyC emitter in the
VLT/U-band image but it is only marginally detected
in the F410M image. To quantify the significance of
this detection, as well as the combined effects of flux
and morphology in the observed photometry, we have
run a set of Monte Carlo simulations.
Firstly, we have tested the null hypothesis that the
observed flux of Ion1 is actually due to a noise spike,
including the observed growth curve measured for Ion1
within the r = 0.36 arcsec aperture. To do so, we masked
out objects in the F410M image with the aid of the
CANDELS F160W segmentation map. Then we ran-
domly placed a circular aperture with radius r = 0.36
arcsec 20,000 times into the image in a 90 arcsec × 90
arcsec region centered around Ion1 and measured the
growth curve of these realizations. Only in 12 real-
izations out of 20,000, corresponding to a probability
p = 0.0006, the flux inside the r = 0.36 arcsec aperture
is as bright or brighter than Ion1 (m = 27.71 ) with
SNR ≥ 2.56 and with a peak SNR ≥ 4.17 at r = 0.12
arcsec. In other words, we reject the null hypothesis
with a 99.94% confidence level.
We have subsequently run a set of simulations to es-
timate the magnitude of systematic errors that might
be inherent in the photometry of marginally detected
sources and infer the most likely “intrinsic magnitude”
of Ion1 in the F410M. In these simulations we have
injected artificial sources of assigned magnitude into
empty regions of the image, again after masking de-
tected sources in the F160W, and carried out aperture
photometry of these sources with the same procedure
used for Ion1. The values of the input magnitude cover
the range from m = 26.6 to m = 28.2 in steps of ∆m =
0.1 and we have made 10,000 realizations at each step.
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Figure 6. Simulations to test on the intrinsic magnitude of
Ion1 in F410M (see Section 3.5 for details). The results for
point sources and for sources with Ion1’s F606W morphology
are shown in red and blue respectively. The dashed curves
mark the 16-th and 84-th percentiles of the simulations; the
dashed lines with dots over-plotted mark the median. The
cyan line shows the one-to-one relation. The measured mag-
nitude (m410, aperture correction included) of Ion1 is marked
as the black horizontal line.
Figure 6 shows the run of the median of the recovered
magnitude in the r = 0.36 arcsec circular aperture (in-
cluding the aperture correction) versus the input mag-
nitude in two cases: 1- assuming a point source; 2- as-
suming that the source has the same light profile as the
one observed in the F606W image. Also plotted are
the curves marking the 16-th and 84-th percentiles of
the realizations. The figure shows that the effect of a
marginally resolved morphology is minimal, and that the
most likely value of the “intrinsic” magnitude of Ion1 in
the F410M band is mi = 27.49
+2.16
−0.50. The meaning of the
asymmetric error bars is that it represents the 1-σ dis-
persion (68% of the realizations) from the simulations.
The error on the estimate of the intrinsic magnitude,
i.e. the difference between the input magnitude and the
median of the recovered magnitude, is actually much
smaller.
We have run a further set of simulations to test the
plausibility of our estimate of the intrinsic magnitude.
We have inserted 20,000 realizations of a source with
magnitude m = mi and assigned morphology in the
F410M image and measured its magnitude in the same
r = 0.36 arcsec aperture. We assumed the case of 1)
a point source; 2) a source with the same morphology
as the one Ion1 has in the F606W image. If our mea-
sure of mi is accurate and our assumption about the
morphology realistic then we expect that the observed
magnitude, growth curve and SNR of Ion1 to be close to
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the median or the mode of the distribution of the realiza-
tions. Such a comparison is illustrated in Figure 7 and 8,
which plot the distributions of the recovered magnitude,
as well as SNR in the r = 0.12 arcsec aperture (blue)
and in the r = 0.36 arcsec one (red). The solid vertical
lines mark the observed value for Ion1, the colored cir-
cles mark the median of the distributions. Figure 7 is
the case of the point source; Figure 8 is the case of the
F606W morphology. In both cases, the recovered mag-
nitude is in a very good agreement with the observed
value. There is also a good agreement between the ob-
served SNR in the r = 0.36 arcsec aperture, which is
comparatively large relative to the PSF (FWHM ≈ 0.12
arcsec) of the image and thus fairly insensitive to small
deviations from the a point source. In the case of the
smaller aperture, however, which is quite sensitive to
the peak value of the light profile, the observed SNR is
substantially smaller than the median value of the simu-
lations for the case of the point source, while it is similar
to the median for the case of the F606W morphology.
We should clarify that this does not indicate the sim-
ilar morphology of the LyC and non-LyC emission, as
already discussed in Section 3.3 that there is an centroid
offset between the F410M and F606W images. This test
only suggests that, by inserting fake sources with slightly
extended morphology (such as F606W morphology) in-
stead of point sources, the simulation can simultaneously
recover the observed SNR both in the small and large
aperture. This is evidence that the morphology of the
F410M image of the LyC emission from Ion1 is moder-
ately resolved.
3.6. GALFIT analysis of the morphologies of Ion1 in
the F435W, F606W and F160W images
In this section, we aim to jointly analyze the mor-
phologies of Ion1 in the bandpasses of F435W, F606W
and F160W with GALFIT v3.0 (Peng et al. 2010). We
have adopted the PSFs built by the CANDELS team
(van der Wel et al. 2012) and fit each one of the im-
ages with a single 2D Se´rsic profile. In addition to the
best-fit values, we have also measured the covariance of
the Se´rsic index (n) and effective radius (Re). To do so,
we first ran GALFIT to get the best-fit values of all
fitting parameters and then used GALFIT to generate
a number of models by changing n and Re while fixing
any other parameters to the best-fit values. We have
calculated the χ2 of these models and measured the co-
variance of n and Re for the single Se´rsic profile fitting of
the three images, the results of which are shown in Fig-
ure 9. Our measurements point out one issue which has
not been carefully treated in Se´rsic fitting, that is very
often n and Re cannot be individually well-determined
even though the photometric SNR is high. The morpho-
logical analysis (by Se´rsic fitting) of galaxies therefore
should in principle take this into account.
While the Se´rsic indexes in the F435W and F160W
images are not well-constrained, the fits suggest n∼1
(disc-like morphology) in the F606W, i.e. λλ960-1500A˚.
The fits also yield Re = 498 ± 26 pc in the F606W,
suggesting the non-ionizing UV radiation emerges from
the compact and resolved star-forming regions. It also
suggests that the Re of Ion1 is significantly larger in the
F435W (λλ 750-1020 A˚) than in the F606W. We have
also obtained a B-V color map of Ion 1 by subtracting
a rescaled F606W image from the F435W image, where
the rescaled factor was chosen to be the ratio between
(i) the flux of the central pixel; (ii) the total flux within
the central 2 pixels × 2 pixels region; (iii) the total flux
within the central 3 pixels × 3 pixels region. We have
checked that the choice of the rescaled factors does not
qualitatively affect any results. As Figure 10 shows, we
see the evidence that the photons in F435W prefer (rela-
tive to the photons in F606W) to escape from the upper-
left of Ion1. The causes can be either the non-uniform
dust obscuration across the galaxy which results in the
“excess” of bluer light (including the LyC) from the low
dust obscuration parts of the galaxy, or different sight-
line intervening absorbers, or both. The effects of dust
on UV photons are monotonically increasing from near-
UV to far-UV (see, e.g. Calzetti et al. 1994; Battisti
et al. 2016). If dust distributes non-uniformly, the dust
obscuration will vary across the galaxy and should be
stronger in the regions with higher dust column density,
which can result in the different morphologies in F435W
and F606W. As for the case of intervening absorbers, we
will discuss in detail in Section 4.2, there is an interven-
ing Lyα absorber (1.8 arcsec from Ion1), as well as Lyα
emitter, at z=3.491 along the sight line to Ion1 unveiled
by the deep VIMOS 2D spectrum. Depending on the
distribution and covering factor of gas, this intervening
galaxy in principle can also generate such the subtracted
image’s pattern as seen in Figure 10. Regardless of the
exact causes, the F435W-F606W image subtraction in-
dicates the lower absorption of far-UV photons in the
upper-left part of Ion1. This is coincidently overlapped
with the location where the offset LyC is detected, which
is consistent with the picture of LyC photons escaping
from the regions with low H I column density.
4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1. Could the LyC emission of Ion1 actually be an
interloper?
We now discuss the possibility that the source that we
have so far identified as the LyC emission from Ion1 is
actually a lower redshift interloper accidentally located
within Ion1’s light profile. We have firstly checked the
VIMOS spectrum and noticed that, except an absorp-
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Figure 7. Simulations to test the plausibility of the intrinsic magnitude (mi) estimation for Ion1 in F410M. Left: The
distribution of the recovered magnitude for point sources which are assumed to be as bright as mi. The blue dot marks
the median of the distribution. The black vertical line marks the measured magnitude of Ion1 in F410M (m410, aperture
correction included). Right: The distributions of the recovered signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at two aperture radii, with the case
of r = 2 pixels marked in blue and r = 6 pixels marked in red. The dots with corresponding colors mark the median of the
distributions; the vertical lines with corresponding colors mark the observed SNR of Ion1 in F410M at the two radii.
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Figure 8. Similar as Figure 7, but for the case of sources with Ion1’s F606W morphology.
tion feature seen at λ ≈ 5460 A˚ (will be discussed in
Section 4.2), no other obvious unidentified emission and
absorption lines in the spectrum, i.e. no clear evidence
of a spectroscopic “contamination” from a lower-redshift
object.
We remind that the light centroid of the putative LyC
source is displaced relative to that of the non-ionizing ra-
diation of the galaxy by ≈ 0.12 arcsec. Vanzella et al.
(2012) calculate the probability that, given a galaxy at
redshift zg with apparent magnitude mg (and thus ab-
solute magnitude Mg in a given band), a lower-redshift
interloper located at zi < zg with mi (Mi) is observed
at an angular distance θgi. For our calculation, we
adopt the same assumptions as Vanzella et al. (2012),
who adopts the U-band number counts of Nonino et al.
(2009). We estimate that the probability that the LyC
source of Ion1 is an interloper with redshift zi < 3.794
located at θgi = 0.12 arcsec is pi ≈ 1×10−5 (the value of
the redshift has been chosen to that at least half of the
F410M passband contains non-ionizing radiation from
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Figure 9. Morphologies of Ion1 in the F435W, F606W and
F160W. The analysis is conducted by using GALFIT to fit
each one of the images with a single 2D Se`rsic profile. The
best-fit values are shown as the dots. The covariance of n
and Re is measured, where the three contours show the 1σ,
2σ and 3σ regions respectively. 1 pixel corresponds to 0.06′′,
which is ≈ 0.43(2.04) kpc in physical(comoving) scale at z =
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Figure 10. Left: The F435W image of Ion1 subtracted by
its rescaled F606W image. The F606W image is rescaled
according to the ratio between the central flux of F435W and
F606W. The blue cross marks the pixel with Ion1’s peak flux
in F410M. Right: The smoothed version of the left one.
the interloper). The physical meaning of this probability
is that if we toss at random Ion1 on the celestial sphere
p−1i times, we expect that in one case its light centroid
will land at 0.12 arcsec or less from that of a galaxy
with redshift zi <3.794. This probability is sufficiently
small that it provides reassurance that the detection of
LyC emission is real. Nonetheless we have performed
additional checks to investigate if there is any evidence
of an interloper in the data.
In the first test, we have produced color maps of Ion1,
i.e. the ratio of images of the galaxy taken in two dif-
ferent filters, for all the available HST passbands. For
Figure 11. The ratio of HST images of Ion1 in the F435W,
F606W, F775W and F850LP to its F160W image. The red
cross marks the position of LyC peak in the F410M.
example, Figure 11 shows the ratio of HST images of
Ion1 in the F435W, F606W, F775W and F850LP band-
pass to its image taken with the F160W filter. There
is no clear evidence that a source is detected at the po-
sition of the LyC emission, which indicates that either
no additional source of light exists at the position of the
LyC emission or, if it exists, it has exactly the same
colors as those of Ion1.
In the second test we have modeled the emission of
Ion1 in the F435W, F606W and F160W filters with a
Se`rsic light profile (see Section 3.6 for details) and sub-
tracted the model galaxy from the data to search for a
galaxy at the position of the LyC source. As shown in
Figure 12 (a), none was found. We have further con-
ducted aperture photometry in the residual images by
using the same aperture as used for the F410M photom-
etry. As Figure 12 (b) shows, the photometric curves of
growth as measured in the residual images verify that
no interloper exists. The fact that the total residual flux
within the aperture is much fainter than that measured
in F410M indicates that we would have detected an in-
terloper as bright as the LyC source if it were there (we
have assumed the interloper to be a flat spectrum source,
fν ∝ ν0 in the UV). This is a conservative assumption,
since in practice all faint galaxies have a spectrum which
is redder than the flat one. In all cases we would have
identified the source if it were there.
We should also consider the possibility that the source
detected in the F410M passband is actually a line-
emitting interloper with a continuum too faint to be
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Figure 12. (a) Single Se`rsic fitting for Ion1 in F435W, F606W and F160W. The observed images are shown in the first column
and the best-fit 2D Se´rsic models and corresponding residuals are shown in the second and third columns. The white circle
and cross as marked in the residual are the aperture and its center with which the photometry of Ion1 is conducted in F410M.
(b) Photometric curves of growth measured in the residual images of F435W (green), F606W (red) and F160W (black). The
photometry is conducted with the same aperture as used for Ion1 F410M. The curve of growth of Ion1 F410M is shown as the
blue solid line with error bars.
detected in the other HST images (after subtracting the
image of Ion1). Given the observed magnitude, this line
would have flux ≈ 3 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2. While, un-
fortunately, there is no spectral coverage in any of the
spectra of Ion1 in our possession, the fact that flux from
this source is detected both in the VLT/U-band and
in the F410M passbands, the wavelength coverages of
which are adjacent but not overlapping (see Figure 4)
rules out this possibility.
Finally, if the light detected in the U-band and F410M
were coming from an interloper, the most likely possibil-
ity given the faintness of the source in the F410M would
be that the U band filter probes a bright emission line
and the F410M one probes the continuum. In this case,
the only possibility would be that the line in the U-band
is Lyα at z ≈ 2.1. If this were the case, then the H-band
filter should include the [O III]λ5007 line. As we already
discussed in the early of this Section, we have modeled
the H-band emission of Ion1 and subtracted it from the
image (see Figure 12). Photometry on the residual im-
age finds no light, which, in addition to the extremely
small value of the probability of an interloper, strongly
argues against the interloper interpretation of the de-
tected U-band and F410M flux.
We conclude noting that, ultimately, any flux detec-
tion at wavelengths of the LyC of a high-redshift galaxy,
either an image or a spectrum, can always be interpreted
as coming from a co-spatial, or quasi co-spatial, suitably
faint, lower-z interloper. While it is extremely difficult
to completely rule out such a possibility with current in-
strumentation and sensitivity, all our tests and analysis
consistently argues that the probability of such a pos-
sibility for Ion1 is vanishingly small (for example, our
analysis has shown that it is much more likely that the
flux detection in the F410M passband is due to a statis-
tical fluke (p = 0.0006, see Section 3.5) than it is due to
the faint continuum of an interloper).
4.2. An intervening absorption system at z = 3.491
As the spectrum of Ion1 shows (Figure 2), there is an
absorption feature at λ ≈ 5460 A˚ and, at the same wave-
length but offset upward by ≈ 1.8 arcsec from Ion1’s
spectrum, an emission line with no obvious detected con-
tinuum (see the extracted 1D spectrum in the bottom
panel of Figure 2). A visual inspection of the HST/ACS
F606W and VLT/VIMOS R-band images with the spec-
trograph slit over-imposed (see the top-right panel in
Figure 2), reveals that the source of the emission very
likely is a blue galaxy identified in the CANDELS cat-
alog as ID=24207, with apparent magnitude H160 =
26.54 , z850 = 26.68 and i775 − z850 = −0.2 (Guo et al.
2013). The galaxy line centroid is ≈ 0.9 arcsec away
from the center of the slit, but a fraction of its light
must have entered the slit due to the atmospheric see-
ing, causing the observed offset emission feature. If the
emission line is Lyα, as strongly suggested by the si-
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multaneous detection of the offset emission and the ab-
sorption in Ion1’s spectrum at the source wavelength, as
further supported by the asymmetric 1D line profile of
the object (bottom panel of Figure 2), then the redshift
of the intervening galaxy is z = 3.491, which is also very
consistent with the photometric redshift zphot = 3.35
reported by the CANDELS team (Dahlen et al. 2013).
Thus, neutral gas associated with this galaxy is very
likely causing intervening Lyα absorption in the spec-
trum of Ion1. A crude estimate of the column density
NHI can be obtained by assuming the optical depth at
the Lyα line center is larger than 1, i.e.
τ(Lyα) = NHIσ0 ≥ 1 (3)
where σ0 is the Lyα cross section at the line center and
it equals to
σ0 = 5.9× 10−14( T
104K
)−0.5 cm2 (4)
this yields NHI ≥ 1.7× 1013 cm−2 if T = 104 K.
The difference in redshift between Ion1 and the galaxy
that gives rise to the Lyα absorption is sufficiently small
that the LyC photons that we observe in the U-band im-
age at rest-frame λλ 790 A˚ reach the intervening galaxy
at λλ 844 A˚, namely they still are ionizing radiation. If
the sight-line to the absorbing gas is the same as that
to the Ion1’s LyC emission, this sets a crude upper limit
to the column density NHI ≤ 1017.5 cm−2 or else the
LyC photons from Ion1 would not be observed. If the
sight-line to the absorption system is not cospatial with
the LyC emission, nothing can be said. We remind,
however, that the faint detection of LyC in the F410M
filter from Ion1, corresponding to rest-frame λλ 855 A˚,
is offset by about 0.12 arcsec from the centroid of the
non-ionizing far-UV continuum of the galaxy, or about 1
kpc, suggesting that the two sight-lines are at least not
exactly co-spatial. Regardless of the exact alignment of
the two sight-lines and neglecting the differences in the
covering factor of the gas, the large difference in optical
depth between Lyα photons and LyC photons, approx-
imately a factor 104, is very likely a major contributing
factor to the simultaneous presence of absorption of Lyα
photons and transmission of LyC ones.
Finally, we note that the mean free path of ionizing
photons with energy around Rydberg at z ≈ 3.8 is of
the order of 50-60 Mpc (Worseck et al. 2014), which is
approximately the radial distance between Ion1 and the
intervening z = 3.491 galaxy. LyC photons with wave-
length λ = 790 A˚ emitted at z = 3.794 are redshifted
into non-ionizing wavelengths at redshift z ≈ 3.153.
Since we detect LyC from Ion1, this implies that the ion-
izing photons have actually traveled at least ≈ 120 Mpc,
about twice as large as the mean free path by Worseck
et al. (2014, see their Figure 10), suggesting that either
their mean value has been underestimated or that the
scatter of their relationship is large (or both), or also
an unusually large under-density of neutral gas at these
redshifts towards Ion1.
4.3. Physical mechanisms of the escaping LyC of Ion1
A number of scenarios have been proposed for the
mechanisms by which LyC photons can escape from host
galaxies. Whilst a big fraction (or the entirety) of ioniz-
ing photons generated by massive stars are absorbed by
neutral hydrogen in the surrounding ISM, stellar wind
and/or supernova can carve the low H I column density
cavities through which ionizing photons can escape (e.g.,
Kimm & Cen 2014; Wise et al. 2014; Calura et al. 2015).
If our line of sight is coincident with the opening an-
gles of these cavities, and the opacity of intervening H I
along the line of sight is not too large, we can directly
detect the ionizing photons. In such case, LyC emis-
sion should be compact and could be highly anisotropic
(Paardekooper et al. 2015).
Other scenarios predict that the morphology of es-
caping LyC emission can also be extended. The in-
teraction between the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) photons and galaxies is much more important
in the early Universe since the energy density of the
CMB is proportional to (1+z)4. Oh (2001) showed that
the “hot” CMB photons at high redshifts can be cooled
through thermal emission and the inverse Compton scat-
tering with relativistic electrons, which were presumably
accelerated in star-forming regions during supernovae
explosions and then moved into the Circum-Galactic
Medium (CGM). The inverse Compton scattering can
produce X-ray emission, the soft tail of which can ef-
fectively ionized the IGM (Oh 2001). Therefore, if the
observed ionizing radiation is originated from the CMB-
CGM interaction, we should expect the extended LyC.
Another scenario that can also produce the extended
LyC is through hydrogen bound-free process in “matter-
bounded” nebulae (Inoue 2010). Multiple supernovae
and stellar winds can make the ISM diffuse and highly
ionized such that the opacity for LyC is negligible. In-
oue (2010) showed that LyC emission can be produced
in such diffuse ISM through the hydrogen bound-free
process. We can then imagine a picture of galactic-wide
outflow of ionized gas, within which the bound-free pro-
cess can produce the extended LyC. The morphology of
LyC, therefore, is key to constrain the physical mecha-
nisms of escaping LyC photons.
The results that we have obtained in the previous
Sections suggest that Ion1’s non-ionizing UV radiation
probed by F606W emerges from a compact (∼ 500 pc)
resolved region and the detected LyC emission is (i) off-
set from the center of non-ionizing UV emission; (ii) co-
incidently overlapped with the part of the galaxy where
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we see the evidence of relatively low FUV absorption.
The marginal SNR of Ion1 in F410M prevents us from
quantitatively analyzing its LyC morphology, although
our simulations indicate the emission is moderately re-
solved (see Section 3.5), suggesting the effective radius
of the LyC emission is Re & 240 pc, i.e. the resolution
of the F410M image. These morphological properties
favor the scenario that the UV radiation of Ion1 origi-
nates from star-forming regions, presumably young star-
forming complexes (i.e. clustered young star clusters
and associations) considering the comparable size as ob-
served for local galaxies (e.g. Grasha et al. 2017). While
the non-ionizing UV photons can escape from most of
the star-forming regions, the ionizing photons can only
escape from the ones with low H I column density “cavi-
ties” in the surrounding ISM. The detected LyC photons
are those escaped from such sight-lines with low inter-
vening absorption.
4.3.1. Comparison of Ion1 with other LyC emitters at
intermediate redshifts – morphological and
spectroscopical properties
We now compare the morphological and spectroscopi-
cal properties of Ion1 with those of other four 1 < z < 4
LyC emitters mentioned in Section 1, i.e. the Sunburst
Arc at z = 2.37 (Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2017, 2019),
Q1549-C25 at z = 3.15 (Shapley et al. 2016), Ion2 at
z = 3.21 (de Barros et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016,
2020) and Ion3 at z = 4.00 (Vanzella et al. 2018, 2020).
The Sunburst Arc is gravitationally lensed by a z
= 0.44 massive galaxy cluster into multiple images
from which the LyC has been recently detected by
HST WFC3/UVIS observations in the F275W bandpass
(Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2019). The observations reveal
the LyC source to be a 3.0 ± 0.1 Myr old, bright and
compact object (Chisholm et al. 2019), compatible with
being a young massive star cluster with a physical ef-
fective radius Re < 20 pc and a stellar mass of a few
106 M (Vanzella et al. 2020). The LyC radiation from
Ion2 is detected in the HST/WFC3 F336W bandpass
with apparent magnitude m336 = 27.57 and SNR ≈ 10)
in an image with total exposure time Texp = 47.6 ks,
Vanzella et al. 2016). Morphological analysis with GAL-
FIT shows that the non-ionizing UV radiation from Ion2
is compact and spatially resolved with Re = 340 ± 25
pc, while the LyC is spatially unresolved with Re ≤ 200
pc. The absence of HST imaging of Ion3’s LyC pre-
vents us from conclusively constraining its morphology
(Vanzella et al. 2018). Other LyC emitters at similar
redshift that have been imaged with HST show a degree
of morphological similarity with Ion1, primarily their
being compact in the rest-frame UV. Since there is no
evidence suggesting that the LyC emission might pow-
ered by an AGN in any of the observed cases, a common
interpretation is that the ionizing radiation powered by
young star forming regions presumably escapes from
“cavities” in the ISM, namely regions with low H I col-
umn density. The two cases of spatially-unresolved LyC
morphology in the Sunburst and Ion2 suggest that the
regions can be either a single gravitationally bounded
super star cluster or an association of unresolved star
clusters (Vanzella et al. 2020). The case of Ion1, whose
LyC is also very compact but appears to be moderately
spatially resolved, would still remain consistent with the
case of an association of young star clusters.
High-ionization interstellar lines are commonly ob-
served in the rest-frame UV spectra of the LyC emit-
ters, including the P-Cygni profile of N Vλ 1240 of Ion3
(Vanzella et al. 2018), P-Cygni profile of C IV λ1550 and
broad He IIλ 1640 of the Sunburst and Ion2 (Vanzella
et al. 2020). Despite of the relatively low spectral reso-
lution, similar features are also seen in Ion1’s spectrum,
such as the P-Cygni profile of C IVλ1550. These spec-
tral features are evidence of the presence of stellar winds
from massive stars, again consistent with the picture of
LyC escaping from star-forming regions.
Lyα is among the most studied properties of LyC
emitters and is particularly important since its bright-
ness makes it observable for large samples of galaxies
throughout the cosmic time. The four LyC emitters are
all observed to have strong Lyα emission. High res-
olution spectra (R ∼ 5000) has further revealed that
the Lyα profiles of the Sunburst (Rivera-Thorsen et al.
2017), Ion2 and Ion3 (Vanzella et al. 2020) are triple-
peaked, consistent with the theoretical predictions of
Lyα photons escaping through a porous neutral medium
(see Figure 1 in Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2017, also see Fig-
ure 4 in Vanzella et al. 2020 for a comparison among
Lyα profiles of LyC emitters with the frelesc > 50%). The
Lyα line of Ion1, however, is observed in absorption, but
the spectral resolution of the VLT/VIMOS spectrum,
R≈580, prevents us from studying the Lyα profile in
details, e.g. if there is any faint emission component on
top of the absorption feature. Regardless of the exact
shape of the Lyα profile, the overall absorption feature
makes Ion1 an empirically interesting case in the sense
that the sources is observed to simultaneously have es-
caping LyC photons and Lyα in absorption, suggesting
that we have not yet fully characterized the dispersion
of properties of LyC emitters at these redshifts.
The properties of low-ionization interstellar lines vary
among the LyC emitters. While absorption features
such as Si IIλ1260, O Iλ1303 and C IIλ1334 are very
weak or absent in the observed spectrum of Ion2 (de Bar-
ros et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016) and Ion3 (Vanzella
et al. 2018), they are clearly observed in that of Sun-
burst (Si IIλ1260, Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2017), Q1549-
C25 (Si IIλ1260, O Iλ1303, C IIλ1334, Shapley et al.
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2016), and of Ion1 (see Figure 2). The residual inten-
sity in the cores of these saturated absorption features
has been proposed as an indirect diagnostic of the es-
cape of ionizing radiation (e.g. Alexandroff et al. 2015).
The scattering of the low-ionization absorption prop-
erties among the emitters, therefore, indicates a corre-
sponding scattering in the coverage of low-ionization gas
along the line of sight towards the sources of UV con-
tinuum, namely young stars. But, in turns, this also
suggests that incomplete covering by that gas can hap-
pen in other regions of the galaxies, too. In other words,
the gas covering can be patchy. In such a scenario strong
interstellar absorption can still be observed in the UV
continuum while LyC is escaping from some other region
of the galaxy, not cospatial with that whose UV contin-
uum is used to observed the absorption lines (recall that
the 1D spectrum of a galaxy is basically a luminosity-
weighted average), as seems to be the case with Ion1.
Thus, the apparent diversity of properties among the
observed LyC leakers at high redshift is likely in part
the result of the very small number of galaxies stud-
ied so far and, in part, reflects the intrinsic scatter of
the conditions under which ionizing radiation can es-
cape from host galaxies. These conditions appear to be
local, namely LyC photons can escape from some local-
ized region of the galaxy if there exists low neutral gas
surrounding stars from where the ionizing emission arise.
Other portions of the same galaxy could not have any
emerging LyC radiation, i.e. the LyC emission is likely
anisotropic. In the case of Ion2/Ion3-like galaxies, the
escaping LyC and the weak (or absent) low-ionization
absorption can be explained by an overall low covering
fraction of neutral gas around the brightest (i.e. dom-
inant in the 1D spectra) regions where the LyC also
originates from (the fact that Ion2’s LyC is nucleated
is consistent with this, see Vanzella et al. 2016). As for
galaxies like the Sunburst, Q1549-C25 and Ion1, the si-
multaneous observing of LyC and low-ionization metal
absorptions (although they don’t fully reach zero flux)
can be explained by a configuration such that LyC pho-
tons can still escape from the low neutral gas covering
regions even though the luminosity-weighted neutral gas
covering fraction is relatively high. This configuration
is also consistent with the fact that the observed LyC of
Ion1 is offset from its non-ionizing UV emission (Section
3.3).
4.3.2. Comparison of Ion1 with other LyC emitters at
intermediate redshifts – absolute escape fractions
We caution that, however, all the comparisons done in
Section 4.3.1 ignore the fact that the inferred absolute
escape fractions (fabsesc , see Equation 1 and 2) among
individual LyC leakers are different. Since the deter-
mination of fabsesc is essentially the ensemble of galaxy
intrinsic properties (E(B − V ) and (LnLyC/LnLyC)int)
and IGM transmission along a given line-of-sight, any
uncertainties on these parameters will affect fabsesc and
of course the comparisons between different measure-
ments. Before further discussing indications that can
be made according to different fabsesc values, we therefore
first remind readers of the important systematics which
can be introduced by different assumptions made by dif-
ferent authors when measuring fabsesc . Uncertainties on
the derived galaxy intrinsic properties are mainly intro-
duced by different assumptions of SED fittings, such as
adopted SFHs, stellar population synthesis codes, dust
attenuation laws etc (e.g. Siana et al. 2007; Plat et al.
2019). Also, as already mentioned in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.4, whether to include the nebular emission
modeling during the fittings or not can easily introduce
an uncertainty on Ion1’s fabsesc by a factor of few. The
IGM transmission depends on sight-lines, and it is im-
possible to precisely estimate for a single sight-line (e.g.
Vanzella et al. 2016; Steidel et al. 2018), which is directly
translated into the uncertainty of fabsesc . In principle, the
IGM uncertainties can be significantly reduced by in-
cluding many sight-lines (i.e. find many LyC emitters
at similar redshifts). However, even the averaged IGM
transmission at a given redshift can vary depending on
assumed IGM models. For example, Inoue et al. (2014)
IGM model is more transparent than the model used
by Steidel et al. (2018), which, apart from the IGM ab-
sorption, also takes the CGM absorption into account.
Although it is still challenging to precisely determine
fabsesc of ionizing radiation, it seems, under reasonable as-
sumptions, that the fabsesc of Ion1 (5 ∼ 11%, see Section
3.4) is smaller that that of Ion2, Ion3 and Q1549-C25
(& 50%, Vanzella et al. 2016, 2020; Shapley et al. 2016).
In the following, we outline the possible scenarios which
can be used to interpret the different fabsesc among differ-
ent LyC leakers at intermediate redshifts.
The smaller fabsesc measured for Ion1 than for Ion2,
Ion3 and Q1549-C25 could be (partly) due to the spa-
tially varying IGM transmission. It is possible that the
“true” IGM transmission along Ion1’s line-of-sight is
lower than the value predicted by Inoue et al. (2014),
i.e. the IGM model we adopted, hence resulting in
an under-estimated fabsesc . We remind that Inoue et al.
2014 model only takes the IGM absorption into ac-
count, which can under-estimate the IGM transmission
if there are foreground absorbers located within small
impact parameters from the observer’s line-of-sight. In
such case, we would expect that the absorption from
CGM becomes non-negligible, making the “true” IGM
transmission smaller than predictions from the IGM-
absorption-only models. In fact, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2, we know there is at least one promising ab-
sorber at z = 3.491 with a ≈ 1.8 arcsec impact pa-
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rameter from Ion1. We, however, cannot quantitatively
estimate how the CGM absorption would affect the in-
ferred Ion1’s fabsesc since it depends on sight-lines and
requires observational constrains on the H I column den-
sity distribution of CGM out to z ∼ 4. The IGM model
built by Steidel et al. (2018) takes both the IGM and
CGM absorptions into account, adopting the H I col-
umn density distributions of IGM and CGM obtained
by the Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (Rudie et al.
2013). We caution, however, the H I column density
distribution of CGM from Rudie et al. (2013) was built
on a sample of galaxies within the redshift range of
2.0 . z . 2.8, meaning some extrapolations are nec-
essary to get the CGM absorption at higher redshifts.
Regardless of the potential uncertainties of the CGM
absorption, we empirically and roughly estimate the ef-
fect of the CGM absorption on the IGM transmission
by using the Table 12 of Steidel et al. 2018 to calculate
the ratio of 〈exp(−τLyCIGM )〉/〈exp(−τLyCIGM+CGM )〉 ≈ 1.15
at z = 4. This translates into a factor of 1.15 increase
of fabsesc (Equation 1 and 2), which seems too small and
indicates the spatially varying IGM transmission itself
might not be enough to explain the different fabsesc . How-
ever, no matter what IGM transmission model is used,
the model needs to be “calibrated” using the H I col-
umn density distribution derived based on high-redshift
quasar absorption lines observations, which usually is
the ensemble of several tens of quasar sight-lines and
hence by no means enough to sample the all-sky envi-
ronments. For example, Mawatari et al. (2017) used a
sample of galaxies at 3.3 . z . 3.5 as background light
sources to probe the intervening Lyα absorption, from
which they showed that the H I absorption in the z = 3.1
SSA22 proto-cluster region is systematically larger than
that in the other two control fields. The LACES survey
found that, among their Lyα emitting galaxies selected
in the SSA22 field, because the LyC detections and non-
detections appear clustered on small scales, the spatially
varying H I might be an important factor that affects the
detection of ionizing radiation (Fletcher et al. 2019). It
is finally worth pointing out the Sunburst Arc, where
one compact and bright star-forming region is multi-
ply imaged because of strong gravitational lensing and
its ionizing radiation is detected at least in 12 images
(Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2019). Interestingly, the derived
fabsesc for the 12 images are different by a factor of few,
ranging from a few percent to ∼ 20 percent (see Figure
2 of Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2019). Because these 12 im-
ages have different light travel paths, it indicates that
the absorption of ionizing radiation can be very different
en route from the emitting region, even on a very small
transverse scale (. 10 kpc). It is therefore essentially
important to get better constrains on the H I column
density distribution with a much larger sky sampling so
that we will be able do the IGM transmission correction
for fabsesc on a slight-line-dependent basis, rather than us-
ing a “standard” averaged IGM model.
The intrinsically different origins of ionizing photons
can also result in different fabsesc . Although there is
no clear evidence of bright AGNs in Ion1, Ion2, Ion3
and Q1549-C25, it is hard to rule out the possibility of
faint AGNs, which can affect fabsesc via either contribut-
ing to entire/fractional ionizing photons, or making ISM
more transparent through AGN feedback, or both (e.g.
Trebitsch et al. 2018). It is commonly assumed that
fabsesc of an AGN is 100% (e.g. Giallongo et al. 2015), the
higher fabsesc seen in Ion2, Ion3 and Q1549-C25 than Ion1
therefore might indicate the faint AGN or, a mixture
of stellar and faint AGN nature of the LyC emission
from Ion2, Ion3 and Q1549-C25 while a more “pure”
stellar origin of Ion1’s LyC. It is also possible that pre-
vious AGN activities in Ion2, Ion3 and Q1549-C25 make
their ISM more transparent (relative to Ion1) with lower
H I column densities along the LyC leaking channels,
resulting in higher fabsesc . We caution that, although
a 100% fabsesc (AGN) is consistent with observations of
bright quasars (e.g. Cristiani et al. 2016), our current
knowledge on fabsesc of faint and highly-obscured AGN
populations is still very scant. In order to quantita-
tively answer whether or not, or to what extend, the
faint AGN nature can explain different fabsesc among the
LyC emitters, we need better observational constrains
on fabsesc of faint AGN populations and, better theoret-
ical knowledge on how the faint AGN activities affect
ISM transparency.
We finally mention the possibility of time varying es-
caping ionizing radiation to explain the different fabsesc
among the LyC emitters. The LyC leakage is stochastic
with a number of physical processes internal and ex-
ternal to galaxies, such as accretion from cosmic webs,
intensity of star formation activities and feedback ef-
fects on ISM. It has been widely shown by simulations
that fabsesc is not a fixed value, instead, it is fluctuating
with time and correlated with the energy and momen-
tum input from star formation, in particular supernovae
explosions (e.g. Kimm & Cen 2014; Ma et al. 2015;
Paardekooper et al. 2015; Trebitsch et al. 2017). We
therefore would expect time-varying fabsesc and, galaxies
like Ion1 are observed during the relative quiescent phase
of leaking ionizing radiation while Ion2, Ion3 and Q1549-
C25-like galaxies are observed during the relatively ac-
tive phase with higher fabsesc .
4.4. The LyC Emission of the Stacked LBGs
Apart from individual detections, it is important to
constrain the LyC emission property of larger samples
of galaxies. The deep VLT/VIMOS U-band image in
the GOODS-S, which reaches 1σ flux limit of the ≈
20
29.8 mAB for point sources (Nonino et al. 2009), offers
us an opportunity to investigate the ionizing radiation
from star-forming galaxies at z > 3.4, i.e. such that
U-band probes the rest-frame ionizing LyC. We have
collected galaxy samples at 3.4 ≤ z ≤ 4.0 from spectro-
scopical surveys conducted in the GOODS-S field, in-
cluding the VLT/FORS2 spectroscopy (Vanzella et al.
2005, 2006, 2008), VLT/VIMOS spectroscopy (Popesso
et al. 2009; Balestra et al. 2010) and VANDELS (McLure
et al. 2018; Pentericci et al. 2018). We started with 190
LBGs whose redshifts have been securely derived based
on multiple absorption/emission features, and the red-
shift solutions are > 95% reliable (see details in the sur-
vey papers as mentioned above). We visually checked
the HST z850 and H160 images and excluded the galaxies
which have low redshift interlopers within their U-band
1 arcsec vicinities. We also checked the VLT/U-band
image and excluded the galaxies which are at the posi-
tions where we can clearly see contamination from ad-
jacent objects’ isophots. We further checked the 7 Ms
Chandra X-ray data (Luo et al. 2017) and excluded the
galaxies which are identified as AGNs. The final culled
sample contains 107 star-forming galaxies with redshift
in the range 3.403 ≤ zspec ≤ 3.951. Before stacking,
we first ran the SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
to generate the U-band segmentation map with a 1.5σ
detection threshold, and verified that none of the 107
galaxies were detected. We cut 10 arcsec × 10 arcsec
U-band images centered on each galaxy, masked out all
the nearby detected objects and then stacked the im-
ages with inverse-variance weights. We noticed that,
however, even we have used SExtractor to mask out
all detected sources, there remains some sources which
were not successfully detected by SExtractor due to
either they are below the 1.5 σ detection limit or very
extended (see the stacked U-band image in Figure 13).
We used the same procedure to stack the VLT/VIMOS
R-band images.
Figure 13 shows the stacked images, where the U- and
R-band probe the rest-frame λλ 730–860A˚ and λλ 1260–
1540A˚ respectively at z¯ = 3.6, the mean redshift of the
stacked galaxies. The stacked source in the R-band has
mR = 25.41 (r = 1 arcsec aperture) with SNR = 407. No
LyC emission is detected at the position of the stacked
U-band image, resulting in a 1σ upper limit of ≈ 32.5
mAB LyC emission (r = 1 arcsec aperture), or a 31.3
mAB 3σ upper limit. This flux level is too faint for
current surveys, revealing the likely reason of the large
rate of unsuccessful identifications of ionizing emission
from star–forming galaxies at the similar redshift. While
IGM transmission of a single sight-line is uncertain by
a factor of few (e.g. Vanzella et al. 2015; Steidel et al.
2018), ensemble of many sight-lines can significantly re-
duce the uncertainty. For example, Steidel et al. (2018)
showed that, by using their IGM model, uncertainty of
the IGM transmission at rest-frame 900A˚ of ensemble
of 120 sight-lines can reduce to only ≈ 5% at z ∼ 3.
Similar to Vanzella et al. (2012), we adopted the Inoue
et al. (2014) IGM transmission model and convolved the
model with the VIMOS/U-band filter to get the aver-
age IGM transmission for our stacked sample, which is
〈T 〉 = 0.157 in the redshift interval 3.4− 3.9 for the U-
band. We then corrected the derived upper limit of the
apparent (uncorrected for IGM) stacked LyC emission
with this mean IGM transmission, which gave us a 30.5
mAB (1σ, or 29.3 mAB for 3σ) upper limit of emergent
ionizing radiation. The emergent ionizing emission is
fainter than the apparent LyC emission of Ion1 and the
other known LyC emitters at the similar redshift, indi-
cating the successful detections of LyC emission from
these galaxies are not due to the variation of the fore-
ground transmission. Instead, the detected LyC emit-
ters are likely the sources which are at the bright-end of
the LyC luminosity function.
The stacked U- and R-band images gives a 1σ lower
limit of flux ratio (FR/FU )obs = 660.7, consistent with
the limits derived from the similar deep (≈ 30.2 mag-
nitude) UV imaging for z > 3 LBGs obtained by the
Large Binocular Camera (LBC) at the Large Binocu-
lar Telescope (Boutsia et al. 2011; Grazian et al. 2016,
2017). In particular, Grazian et al. (2017, hereafter G17)
stacked 69 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 3.3 in the COS-
MOS, CANDELS/GOODS-N and EGS fields. The G17
sample is about 0.4 magnitude brighter as ours, with
the R-band absolute magnitude being MR = −22.1 and
MG17R = −22.5 respectively. No LyC was detected in
the stacked G17 sample, resulting in a 1σ upper limit of
(FR/FU )obs = 640.2.
A further step is to convert (FR/FU )obs into the es-
cape fraction (fesc), which, however, is non-trivial be-
cause it requires both the intrinsic SED of a galaxy and
knowledge of the opacity of the foreground IGM (e.g.
Madau 1995) and CGM (e.g. Rudie et al. 2013). Since
the intrinsic far-UV spectrum is not well constrained
due to the dust attenuation, the relative escape fraction
(frelesc) instead is usually derived from observations (Stei-
del et al. 2001). The correction for the IGM opacity is
even more difficult in the sense that the transmission de-
pends on the sight-line and can vary by a factor of few
for a single sight-line (e.g. Inoue & Iwata 2008; Inoue
et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2018). Stacking, on one side,
can help to reduce the variance of mean transmission as
it is the ensemble of many sight-lines. On the other side,
since the UV imaging probes different rest-frame wave-
lengths for each individual stacked galaxy and again,
their intrinsic far-UV spectra is not a priori, stacking
introduces the extra systematics of the frelesc measure-
ment. G17 adopted the intrinsic (L1500/L900)int = 3
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and the mean IGM transmission 〈T 〉 = 0.28 at z ∼ 3.3
to get the upper limit of frelesc|z∼3.3 ≤ 1.7%. Assuming
the same (L1500/L900)int = 3 and 〈T 〉 ≈ 0.157 for the
stacked sample, we derived the upper limit of relative
escape fraction is frelesc|z∼3.6 ≤ 2.9%. If we assume dust
attenuation of Calzetti et al. (2000) and adopt the mean
〈E(B − V )〉 ≈ 0.16 of our stacked galaxies, we can con-
vert the frelesc to f
abs
esc through
fabsesc = f
rel
esc/10
0.4A1500 = frelesc/4.59 ≤ 0.63%. (5)
Another approach to empirically constrain the mean
fabsesc over a broad redshift range, first adopted by Chen
et al. (2007), is through the far-UV spectroscopic ob-
servations of long duration gamma-ray burst (GRB) af-
terglows, namely fit their Lyα absorption features to
directly measure the line-of-sight NHI and convert it to
fabsesc . An individual detection of the escaping LyC has
been reported from a GRB host galaxy at z = 3.35 by
Fynbo et al. (2009). Very recently, Tanvir et al. (2019)
compiled 140 GRBs in the redshift range 1.6 < z < 6.7
to derive a mean escape fraction 〈fabsesc 〉 ≈ 0.5%, with-
out clear redshift evolution between z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 5,
consistent with the fabsesc upper limit derived from our
stacked LBGs. Despite this method is very promising
in deriving NHI at high redshift, the systematics related
to the GRB progenitors and the regions where they ex-
plode still need to be carefully investigated with larger
samples of high-redshift GRBs (Cen & Kimm 2014).
5. OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE SURVEYS
The identification and characterization of the sources
responsible for reionizing most of the hydrogen at the
EoR stand as one of the primary scientific goals of fu-
ture astronomical surveys, e.g. JWST, TMT, ELT. Be-
cause of the increasing opacity of IGM absorption, it will
be impossible to direct detect the ionizing LyC at EoR.
Particular attention and efforts therefore have been put
on investigating the indirect diagnostics of LyC emitters,
such as large Lyα equivalent wavelength and its profile
(e.g. Verhamme et al. 2015, 2017; Dijkstra et al. 2016;
Marchi et al. 2018; Steidel et al. 2018), the large line ra-
tio of [O III]/[O II] (e.g. Jaskot & Oey 2013; Nakajima
& Ouchi 2014; Schaerer et al. 2016; Rutkowski et al.
2017; Izotov et al. 2018b; Naidu et al. 2018), weak low-
ionization absorption lines (e.g. Chisholm et al. 2018).
These indirect indicators, however, remain poorly quan-
tified. The direct detection of LyC from Ion1, a galaxy
with strong interstellar low-ionization absorption and
the absence of Lyα, immediately suggests that we have
not yet fully characterized the dispersion of properties
of LyC emitters. Moreover, the spectroscopic confirma-
tion of Ion1-like galaxies without strong emission lines
at EoR will be very difficult as requiring the measure-
ments of the continuum break. These will make the
identification of such sources and the quantification of
their relative contribution to the EoR challenging, mak-
ing the detections of more Ion1-like LyC emitters and
obtain statistical constrains on their escaping ionizing
LyC photons important.
6. SUMMARY
We report on the direct detection of the LyC emission
from Ion1 by the HST WFC3 in the F410M bandpass
with peak SNR = 4.17 in a r = 0.12 arcsec aperture. The
LyC is also detected by the VLT/VIMOS in the U-band
with peak SNR = 6.7 in a r = 0.6 arcsec aperture. The
LyC emission is m410 = 27.60±0.36 (AB) in the F410M
and mU = 27.84 ± 0.19 (AB) in the U-band. Ion1 is
not detected in the 7 Ms Chandra image and the high
angular resolution HST/F410M observation shows the
peak of the LyC emission is offset from the center of its
non-ionizing UV radiation (probed by HST/F606W) by
0.12±0.03 arcsec, corresponding to 0.85±0.21 kpc phys-
ical scale. These suggest the origin of the LyC emission
is not AGN.
The redshift of the galaxy is measured to be z = 3.794
using the C III]λ1909 emission feature from a deep 20-hr
spectrum with R∼580 obtained during the VANDELS
survey. The spectrum reveals low- and high- ionization
interstellar metal absorption lines (C II, O I, N V Si II,
Si IV), the P-Cyngi profile of C IV and Lyα in absorp-
tion. This is different from the typical far-UV spectrum
of the known LyC emitters at the similar redshift, which
shows strong Lyα in emission, suggesting that we have
not yet fully characterized the dispersion of properties
of LyC emitters. An absorption feature also has been
revealed in the 2D spectrum at λ ≈ 5460 A˚ and, at
the same wavelength but offset upward by ≈ 1.8 arc-
sec from Ion1’s spectrum, there is an emission line with
no obvious detected continuum. A visual inspection of
the HST/ACS F606W image suggests that the source
of the emission very likely is an intervening blue galaxy
which has already been identified in the CANDELS cat-
alog. If the emission is Lyα, as strongly suggested by
the simultaneous absorption and emission at the source
wavelength, then the intervening galaxy is at z = 3.491,
consistent with its zphot as reported by the CANDELS
team. This makes Ion1 a very interesting case such that
the escaping LyC is still detectable even though there
exists an intervening absorber.
A GALFIT analysis of Ion1’s morphologies in the
F435W (λλ 750-1020A˚), F606W (λλ 960-1500A˚) and
F160W (λλ 2920-3550A˚) bandpasses suggests that 1)
the disc-like morphology in the F606W image; 2) the
non-ionizing UV radiation probed by F606W is compact
with Re = 498±26 pc, suggesting the radiation emerges
from compact but moderately resolved star-forming re-
gions; 3) Re is significantly larger in the F435W than in
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Figure 13. Inverse-variance stacked VLT VIMOS/U-band and R-band images of a sample of carefully selected 107 star-forming
galaxies (see Section 4.4 for details) spectroscopically confirmed at redshift z ≥ 3.4, i.e. such that U-band images probe the
rest-frame LyC emission.
the F606W. By doing the image subtraction between the
F435W and F606W, we find evidence that the detected
LyC emission escapes from parts of the galaxy with low
H I absorption. Although the marginal detection (SNR
= 2.56 in a r = 0.36 arcsec aperture) in the F410M pre-
vents us from quantitatively studying Ion1’s LyC mor-
phology, Monte Carlo simulations based on the shape of
photometric curve of growth suggests that Ion1’s LyC is
likely moderately resolved. The corresponding effective
radius, Re ≥ 240 pc, suggests the LyC emitting regions
are young star-forming complexes, i.e. spatially resolved
star clusters and associations. The ionizing photons can
only escape from the ones with low H I column density
“cavities” in the surrounding ISM. The detected LyC
photons are those escaped from the sight-lines with low
intervening absorption.
We finally investigate the LyC emission properties of
star-forming galaxies at z∼3.6 by inverse-variance stack-
ing a sample of 107 galaxies at 3.40 . zspec . 3.95 using
a deep VLT/VIMOUS U-band image. No LyC emis-
sion is detected in the stacked image, resulting in a 1σ
flux limit of 32.5 magnitude and an upper limit of abso-
lute escape fraction fabsesc ≤ 0.63%. This flux level is too
faint for current surveys, revealing the likely reason of
the large rate of unsuccessful identifications of ionizing
emission from star–forming galaxies at the similar red-
shift.The detected LyC emitters like Ion1 are likely at
the bright-end of the LyC luminosity function.
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